Japanese Yakuza

Japanese crime population:
- 60,000 full time Yakuza
- 25,000 associates

**Toa Yuai Jinggai Kumiai**
- 800 members - 6 clans
  - Installed in 20 prefectures, active in amphetamine trade in Asia and US

**Inagawa Kal**
- 6,700 members - 313 clans
  - Installed in 20 prefectures, some Koreans among family bosses

**Sumiyoshi Renno Kal**
- 7,000 members - 177 clans
  - In Tokyo and eastern areas of the country

**Yamaguchi - Gumi**
- 23,000 members - 750 clans
  - Operating in 80% of nation's prefectures, the largest Japanese crime organization

Ties with other mafias

Group Members

*Group Members*